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presented in the report are those of the author and do not necessarily
coincide with those of the SSM.
Background
In the characterization of a site that may have potential for hosting a repository for spent nuclear fuel at depth in crystalline bedrock, it is essential
to understand the existent framework of brittle deformation zones in the
bedrock. These zones have affect on groundwater transport and the hydrochemistry in the bedrock and the rock mechanical properties.
The ground comprises the solid and continuous surface of the Earth. By
using remote-sensing techniques applied for structural analysis of the
ground surface, it is possible to map features in the terrain that are related
to bedrock structures provided that the topography of the bedrock surface
is not totally concealed below a cover of soil or other lose material. Even
though the sedimentary cover is relatively thick it may be distorted and the
ground surface displaced by late faulting in the basement rock.
Source data for studies of lineaments consist of information on the
topography (e.g. topographical maps, aerial photos, elevation data, multispectral sensing, laser, radar and thermography) and geophysical data (e.g.
airborne geophysical data comprising magnetic, electromagnetic, radiation measurements, and gravimetric measurements).
Purpose
The purpose of the current project is to review the concept “Lineament”
and present a lineament interpretation procedure. The interpretation of
lineaments should be made in steps: a. Interpretation of each data set/image/terrain model is conducted separately; b. Compilation of all interpretations in a base lineament map and classification of the lineaments; and c.
Construction of thematic maps, e.g. structural maps, rock block maps, and
statistic presentation of lineaments. Generalisations and extrapolations of
lineaments/structures may be made when producing the thematic maps.
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Results
The outcome of the study is mainly a discussion of the basic concept of lineaments and lineament interpretations but only touches on the technical
aspects of image processing and data codes for lineament interpretations.
Effects on SSM supervisory and regulatory task
In the forthcoming review of SKB’s application to build a repository for
spent nuclear fuel it is important for SSM to have knowledge of the existence of brittle deformation zones in the bedrock because these zones
have affect on groundwater transport and the hydrochemistry in the
bedrock, and the rock mechanical properties. These characteristics are
important for the long term safety of the repository for spent nuclear fuel.
Project information
SKI reference: SKI 2006/691/200609024 and SKI
2006/690/200609025
Responsible at SKI has been Fritz Kautsky and at SSM Lena Sonnerfelt
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Abstrakt
Markytan är den kontinuerliga yta som bildar jordklotets yttre form. Den kristallina
jordskorpan, berggrunden, kan gå i dagen eller vara övertäckt. Bergytans morfologiska form återspeglar en kombination av tektono-metamorfa-magmatiska processer
(uppbyggande) och vittring/eroderande processer (nedbrytande). Markytans form
styrs av bergytans form och fördelningen av lösa sediment.
Genom att tillämpa strukturgeologisk fjärranlys baserad på topografisk och geofysisk
information, dvs. att utföra en lineamentstolkning, är det möjligt att kartlägga former
som kan knytas till underliggande berggrunds strukturmönster om inte bergytans
form är helt dold under lösa jordlager. Förekomst av sena rörelser i berggrunden
återspeglas genom störningar i jordlager och förskjutning av markytan.
Studier av relationen mellan topografi och underliggande berggrund startade för mer
an 150 år sedan. Hobbs (1903, 1912) införde det grundläggande begreppet ”lineament”, vilket han först beskrev som “signifikanta linjer i jordklotets yta” varefter han
senare framlade att de var “lineära topografiska former som återspeglar den dolda
strukturuppbyggnaden i underliggande berggrund”. När flyggeofysiska mätningar
påbörjades för cirka 50 år sedan kom dessa mätningar att komplettera den topografiska lineamentsanalysen för att karaktärisera berggrundens strukturmönster.
Underlagsdata vid lineamentstudier är topografisk eller flyggeofysisk information.
Den topografiska avbildningen av markytan kan bestå av t.ex. topografiska kartor,
flygfoton, höjddata, multi-spectraldata, laser, radar och termografisk data. Det geofysiska underlaget för lineamentstolkning kan bestå av t.ex. flyggeofysika mätningar
av de magnetiska och elektromagnetiska fälten, strålningsmätningar samt gravimetriska mätningar.
Resultat av en lineamentsstudie beror på områdets geomorfologi, typen av underlagsdata, sättet att nalka sig studien och systematiken i studiens genomförande, samt
skickligheten hos den som utför tolkningen. Bilder och modeller vars innehåll är
beroende av ”belysningsriktning” skall studeras med minst fyra olika belysningsriktningar för att eliminera skevheten som annars kan uppstå i kartläggningen av lineament. Vid analys av lineament skall upplösningen i underlaget utnyttjas optimalt
och extrapoleringar bör undvikas vid den inledande lineamentstolkningen. För alla
strukturer som kartläggs skall det finnas full täckning för i underlagsdata.
En lineamentstolkning bör göras stegvis: a. Tolkning av varje underlag (bild/
/mätdata/modell) var för sig; b. Sammankoppling av alla lineamentstolkningar till en
tolkning, bastolkningen, och därefter en klassifikation av lineamenten; och c. Utgående får bastolkningen arbetas tematiska kartor fram som t.ex. strukturkartor eller
blockkartor. Lineament presenteras statistiskt. Generaliseringar, extrapoleringar och
interpoleringar kan göras i samband med framställningen av tematiska kartor/modeller.
Vid framställningen av tematiska kartor skall all föreliggande information beaktas
om berggrunden och dess särdrag, geomorfologiska formers ursprung och mänsklig
påverkan på området. Tolkade tektoniska strukturer bör kontrolleras i fält.
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Abstract
The ground comprises the solid and continuous surface of the Earth. The crystalline
crust, i.e. bedrock, is exposed or covered with sediments and vegetation. The morphology of the ground surface is influenced by a combination of tectonometamorphic-magmatic processes (building up) and denudation/erosion processes
(tearing down). Landforms are related to these processes and the character of the
bedrock (lithologies and structures), and the distribution of soil or other unconsolidated, superficial material.
By using remote-sensing techniques applied for structural analysis of the ground
surface, it is possible to map features in the terrain that are related to bedrock structures provided that the topography of the bedrock surface is not totally concealed
below a cover of soil or other loose material. Even though the sedimentary cover is
relatively thick it may be distorted and the ground surface displaced by late faulting
in the basement rock.
Studies of the relation between structures in the bedrock and the topography started
more than 150 years ago. Hobbs (1903, 1912) introduced the fundamental concept of
“lineaments” and described them as “significant lines in the Earth‟s face” and later
he concluded that they are “lines in the landscape which reveal the hidden architecture of the basement”. When airborne geophysical measurements started approximately fifty years ago such data were used to compliment the topographical interpretation of basement structures.
Source data for studies of lineaments consist of information on the topography (e.g.
topographical maps, aerial photos, elevation data, multi-spectral sensing, laser, radar
and thermography) and geophysical data (e.g. airborne geophysical data comprising
magnetic, electromagnetic, radiation measurements, and gravimetric measurements).
The outcome of a lineament study depends on the terrain in the investigated area, the
source data, the approach and systematic performance in the interpretation, and the
skill of the interpreter. Images and digital terrain models that display the relief of the
studied area should, if possible, be illuminated in at least four directions to reduce
biases regarding the orientation of structures. The resolution in the source data
should be fully used and extrapolation of structures avoided in the primary interpretation of the source data.
The interpretation of lineaments should be made in steps: a. Interpretation of each
data set/image/terrain model is conducted separately; b. Compilation of all interpretations in a base lineament map and classification of the lineaments; and c. Construction of thematical maps, e.g. structural maps, rock block maps, and statistic presentation of lineaments. Generalisations and extrapolations of lineaments/structures may
be made when producing the thematical maps.
The construction of thematical maps should be supported by auxiliary information
(geological and geomorphologic data and information on human impact in the area).
Inferred tectonic structures should be controlled in field.
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1. Introduction
In the characterization of a site that may have potential for hosting a repository for
spent nuclear fuel at depth in crystalline bedrock, it is essential to understand the
existent framework of brittle deformation zones in the bedrock. These zones have
affect on groundwater transport and the hydrochemistry in the bedrock, and the rock
mechanical properties.
The ground-surface represents a continuous surface. The topography is related to the
thickness of the soft sediments that cover the bedrock, and the morphology of the
bedrock head. When this is possible the character of the bedrock can “look trough”
the sedimentary cover. It can be investigated by remote sensing techniques (see definition below), go through surface investigations such as geological field mapping,
and geophysical investigations, and may be followed up by surface-based sub investigations of the bedrock (e.g. borehole investigations) before going underground. The
present study concerns structural interpretations based on remote sensing.
What do topographical features observed from a distance represent? In many cases it
is an interpretation, based on “professional judgement”1. However, the interpretation
can be more or less qualified depending on the resolution of the observed object and
the view (the contrast of the feature related to its surroundings), and the skill and the
scientific competence of the observer to identify features.
The reproducibility of a lineament interpretation should always be checked and
thereby diminish the “subjectivity” in the interpretation (cf., Wise, 1982 and 1983,
Wheeler, 1983). This could be performed by comparing investigations carried out on
different scales and/or when overlapping sources of information are being used.
Support by an automatic “computer-based” lineament interpretation could well be
used. However, a lineament study “performed by hand” is a learning exercise, to get
to know the area and the type of topographical features that may have a tectonic relevance and how such features are geometrically related. Such experience is of importance when transforming a lineament interpretation into a structural map. A handdrawn lineament is shaped by the hand and, mostly, organically follows the image in
its characteristics. This involves curvature and enhances a dynamic picture and a
thematic interpretation.
The objectivity of this study is twofold:
1. Review of the concept “Lineament”.
2. Present a lineament interpretation procedure.

1

Professional judgement is the ability of a single person or a team to draw conclusions, give opinions and make interpretations based on experiments, measurements, observations, knowledge, experience, literature and/or other sources of
information. In this definition, professional judgement is based on facts and objective evidence as well as experience,
which includes some subjectivity. Professional judgement relates mainly to non-routine operations (e.g. research, product
development) and it is expressed as: opinions on the technical results (merits and drawbacks), interpretation of results,
and recommendations for how to use them, and guidance for improvement. (Position paper 6, Sept. 1998, Nordic Innovation Centre, http://www.nordicinnovation.net/_img/position_paper_61.pdf).
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This study mainly discusses the basic concept of lineaments and lineament interpretations but only touches on the technical aspects of image processing and data codes
for lineament interpretations.
This report is the result of a contract (Ref. SKI 2006/690/20060925) from SKI (Project Manager: Fritz Kautsky) for a general discussion of the lineament concept.
In Appendix 1, SKB‟s method descriptions for lineament interpretations are discussed, and in Appendix 2, a short review of regional lineament interpretations performed in central and southern Sweden is presented.

2. General introduction of concepts and nomenclature
Discussion of concepts may be very abstract unless the reader is not well acquainted
with the used nomenclature. A presentation of the basal nomenclature and a presentation of the lineament concept at an early stage may help.
Topography is “the configuration of the contours of any surface, i.e., the detailed
shape of the surface. The term is used in geology for the contours of the Earth‟s surface”2.
Relief is “the changes in terrain; elevations or depressions in the land” 2. “The relief
expresses the amount of deviation of the actual, physical surface of a region from the
surface used as reference. The usual surface to which relief is referred is the geoid,
the rotational ellipsoid (spheroid), the sphere or the plane” 3. A plane is used for
more local areas where the geoid can be approximated with a plane. This definition
is used here to distinguish between relief and topography. The relief describes the
general unevenness of an area.
Geomorphology is the “branch of physical geology (geography) which deals with
the form of the Earth, the general configuration of its surface, and the changes which
have taken place, have a place in the evolution of land forms”3, cf. “landform”. Processes cause landforms, but landforms affect processes.
Terrain is “a tract or region of the Earth‟s surface considered as a physical feature,
an ecological environment or a site of some planned activity of man, e.g. an engineering location; or in terms of military science, in „terrain analysis‟”. 4
Terrane, on the other hand, is “a fault-bounded body of regional extent, characterized by a geologic history different from that of contiguous terranes or bounding
continents. A terrane is generally considered to be a discrete allochthonous fragment
of oceanic or continental material added to a craton at an active margin by accretion.”4

2

http://www.maps-gps-info.com/maps-gps-glossary.html

3

Glossary of the Mapping Sciences, 1994.

4

Jackson, 1997.
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Landform is “(1) the shape into which the Earth‟s surface has been sculptured by
natural forces. (2) One of many features which taken together, makes up the surface
of the Earth. The term includes all such broad features as hills, valleys, slopes, canyons, arroyos, alluvial fans, terraces, and glacial deposits (e.g. eskers and drumlins).
Most of these features result from erosion and resistance to erosion. The term also
includes all features resulting from sedimentation and from movements within the
crust”. …”Note that the definition applies not only to features on land but also to
features under water, e.g. submarine canyons.” 5
Landscape is “the distinct association of landforms, especially as modified by geological forces that can be seen in a single view, e.g. landscape.” 5
A process is defined as an "action involved when a force induces a change, either
chemical or physical, in the materials or forms at the Earth's surface. Two types of
processes occur: a) Exogenic, - "Outside", processes working on the surface to bring
it to a common level; and b) Endogenic, - "Inside," processes generally operating
within a planetary body acting to displace material.” 6
Erosion is here used as “the general process or group of processes whereby the material of the Earth‟s crust are loosened, dissolved, or worn away, and simultaneously
moved from one place to another by natural agencies, which include weathering,
solution, corrosion, and transportation, but usually exclude mass wasting; specifically the mechanical destruction of land and removal of material (such as soil) by running water (including rainfall), waves and current, moving ice or wind. The term is
sometimes restricted by excluding transport (in which case “denudation” is the more
general term) or weathering (thus making the erosion a dynamic or active process
only). “7
Soil can be defined as: a) “ loose, unconsolidated material on the surface of the Earth
(geomorphological), b) the natural medium (weathered rock detritus) for the growth
of plants (Soil Science), c) all unconsolidated materials above bedrock (Engineering/
Environmental), and d) good or bad for growing crops (water retention, resistance to
erosion, nutrient content)(Agricultural).”8
Remote sensing in a general sense encompasses all the techniques used “an object
without touching the object; detecting or inferring the properties of an object without
touching the object; detecting, sensing and/or inferring the properties of an object
which is far from the detector or sensor.”9 In the case of structural interpretation of
the bedrock the sensor is carried by an airplane or a spacecraft (the carrier is called
platform). The recorded properties are generally processed and presented as models
describing different characteristics of the object.
Remote sensing is somewhat related to Terrain analysis which is “a study of the
natural and man-made features of an area as they may be expected to affect to military operations”.7 In other words, the military interest in producing detailed maps is

5

Glossary of the Mapping Sciences, 1994.

6

http://www.public.asu.edu/~arrows/geomorph/glg362--secondlecture.htm

7

Jackson, 1997.

8

http://www.public.asu.edu/~arrows/geomorph/soilswebpage.htm

9

Glossary of the Mapping Sciences, 1994.
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obvious and the lineaments represent tracks along which troop-transport can take
place and they have an importance for the logistics. 10
A model is "a working hypothesis or precise simulation, by means of description,
statistical data, or analogy, of a phenomenon or process that cannot be observed directly or that is difficult to observe directly.” 11 Modelling comprises an initial stage
of data manipulation (e.g. sorting, discrimination and classification) and organization
(e.g. formatting, storage of uniform data in reference files) and a subsequent stage of
correlation and extrapolation of data within the model space (Tirén et al., 1999).
In general, visualization is fundamentally a translation from computer representations (such as tables and data sheets) to understandable representations, including the
choice of encoding techniques to maximize human understanding and communication. In other words, scientific visualization is concerned with exploring data and
information in such a way as to gain understanding and insight into the data. In geoscientific work, visualization techniques are used to analyse and display large volumes of data to extract significant features (Tirén et al., 1999).
A lineament (defined in more detail in the following chapter) is an interpreted line
(“one dimensional”) drawn in relation to linear to semi-linear terrain forms, e.g. valleys and slopes. The general question is the geological implication of the linear terrain pattern displayed on a lineament map. Are the lines just surface structures, or do
these surface structures relate to structures in the underlying bedrock? If the latter is
the case, what are the characteristics for such geomorphologic features that reflect
the structural character of the underlying bedrock? The criterion for drawing a lineament and its location is described (see below).
Topographical data is fundamental in the mapping of lineaments. Geophysical data
is usually used to support the correlation between terrain features and the character
of the underlying bedrock. In general, regional geophysical data (airborne geophysical measurements; started, e.g. at the Swedish Geological Survey in 1960) have a
systematic and continuous area-coverage, while the bedrock is more or less covered
by soft sediments. Regional geophysical data can be used as an analogue to topographical information to interpret geophysical lineaments. Lineament interpretations
based on both topographical and geophysical data are needed in the characterizations
of a site as they compliment each other. The topographical data may consist of, e.g.
topographical maps, aerial photos, laser and radar data, satellite images and elevation
data. Geophysical data may consist of, e.g. airborne magnetic, electro-magnetic,
radiation and gravity measurements. Complementary geophysical measurements in
areas covered by the sea may consist of, e.g. echo sounding, multi-mode sonar system, reflection seismics and side-scanning sonar.

3. A short review of the concept “Lineament”
The study of lineaments has its origin in Great Britain where systematic mapping of
fractures were performed in the beginning of the 19th century. A correlation between
orientation of mapped fractures and landforms was noted, and further, that faults
10

Cameron 1998. Cf. http://www.worldcatlibraries.org/search?q=su%3AMilitary+geology.&qt=hot_subject

11

Bates and Jackson, 1980.
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have relatively constant orientations over large areas and the pattern of fractures has
a tendency towards orthogonal symmetry.
The first to describe the relation between fracture density, faults, mineralized veins
and topographical features as valleys and ridges in a “lineament map” was Hopkins
in 1841. However, while mapping and classification of fractures continued, no further “lineament maps” were produced until 1879 when Daubree found good use for
detailed topographical maps in geological mapping. He found that fractures control
the erosion of the rock and thereby the landforms, e.g. the relation between the
drainage system and the fracture configuration in bedrock. Kjerulf (1880) made the
same type of direct observation of the relation between geomorphical features and
the fracture pattern in the bedrock in southern and central Norway. 12
In 1903 Hobbs used a similar approach in his basic work “Lineaments of the Atlantic
border regions” where he introduced the term Lineament. He described lineaments
as “significant lines in the Earth‟s face” and stated that the more important lineaments are: crests of ridges or boundaries of elevated areas, drainage lines, coast lines
and boundaries of geological formations of petro graphic type or lines of outcrops.
Hobbs had a few years earlier (1901) described patterns formed by the intersection
of different sets of faults and how faults outline “Orographic Blocks” (rock blocks)
of different orders and that larger scale blocks were subdivided by fractures into subblocks. The geometry (symmetry) of the blocks was found to be related to the number of fracture sets and the spatial distribution of fractures of each set giving “orderly
and disorderly fracture fields”.
In 1911 Hobbs reinterpreted for instance Kjerulfs observations from 1880 and in
1912 wrote”significant lines in the landscape which reveal the hidden architecture
of the basement are described as lineaments”. By this, a distinction is made, between a classification of surface structures reflecting the structural network in the
basement rocks and others that do not. This distinction of different types of linear
landform features is crucial as it implies a genetic interpretation: what processes
have created the observed terrain features?
In many of the following investigations, comprising structural studies of landforms,
the usage of the term lineament is defined and generally implies that landforms are
related to features in the underlying bedrock (cf. El-Etr, 1974) in agreement with
Hobbs definition from 1912. Several other terms related to landforms, however, such
as linears, linear trends and linear features13 have been used. Most users of these
terms also relate to these linear terrain forms, including alignment of outcrops, to
basement structures. Dennis (1967) commented that the use of the term linear is associated with an uncertainty in the origin of the feature and also that linears are of
12

The same area was later on remapped by Ramberg et al (1977).

13

Cf. El-Etr (1974) and O´Leary et al. (1976). There is also a more loosely defined concept:
form line, form-line or form line. Form lines displayed on a geological map are traces of
surfaces such as the foliations in metamorphic rocks and layering in sedimentary rocks. A
form line is “a line (usually broken) on a map, sketched or drawn by visual observation,
depicting the general surface configuration or shape of the terrain without regard to a true
vertical datum and regular spacing and usually without indicating elevations: an uncontrolled or interpolated contour line, or one that is not instrumentally or accurately surveyed..” (Jacksson, 1997)
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more local extent than lineaments. The regional extent of lineaments was also emphasized by, e.g., Hills (1972), Hobbs et al. (1976) and Ramsay and Huber (1987).
O´Leary and Friedman (1978) remark that classification of lineaments “based on size
or length of linear features has the appeal of precision and high definition, but the
weaknesses are considerable. The classification itself is arbitrary and until we obtain
some knowledge of the geological meaning of length or size, such a classification
may be misleading. Size is morphologically accidental; it has little or no genetic
importance and arises from a variety of effects including climate, which cannot be
evaluated or sorted out without detailed groundwork. A classification based on size
is not practical since we usually can not unequally identify endpoints of linear features on images”. They presented a classification and hierarchy for:
a) a total population of lines, which may be characterized statistically by conventional techniques for “trend” of orientation, length and distribution, and
b) well-defined sub-classes of features, defined during the mapping procedure,
which may be treated separately as geological entities.
Three classes of linear features were defined by O´Leary and Friedman (1978):
1. Lineaments: A map able (at 1:25 000 and smaller scales), simple or composite
linear feature of a surface, the parts of which are aligned in a rectilinear or slightly curvilinear relationship, and which differs distinctly from the pattern of adjacent features and presumably reflects a subsurface phenomenon.
2. Alignment: An interpreted line which joins aligned linear or non-oriented features separately by relatively great distance (i.e., the spacing are equal to or
greater than the length of the features) and which passes through or abuts those
features, such as tributary junctures, bunched meanders, volcanoes, dikes, ridge
offsets, magnetic anomalies, etc. The features in alignment are distinct from the
pattern of the surrounding surface.
3. Line: A linear feature geometrically recognizable but with uncertain physiographic expression, i.e., possibly cultural, meteorological or, if physiographic,
defined by changes in tone or terrain pattern such as that definite placement of a
border line is not possible. It may represent a zone rather than a line.
(They add that a similar scheme can be made for strongly curved features.)
The hierarchy of linear features was defined by O´Leary and Friedman (1981) as,
Known – lineament coincident with mapped structure (fault, fracture zone, contact,
dyke, etc.).
Presumed continuous – lineament coincident with mapped structures (and/or with
inferred projected structures) .
Presumed existent – lineament not coincident with mapped structures (but where
coincident with subsurface geophysical discontinuity, appropriate symbols, such as
“mag.” Or “grav.” should be added).
Inferred continuous – alignment not coincident with mapped structures (but with
inferred projected structures).
Inferred existent – alignment not coincident with mapped structures (but where
coincident with subsurface geophysical discontinuity, appropriate symbols, such as
“mag.” or “grav.”should be added).
Possible – line not coincident with mapped structure (but where coincident with
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subsurface geophysical discontinuity, appropriate symbols, such as “mag.” or
“grav.” should be added).
Notable is that this classification considers interpreted structures based on, e.g.,
borehole data (coincident with mapped structures and/or with inferred projected
structures). The hierarchy of a linear feature increases with increasing general
knowledge of the area, i.e. when complimented with other geo-investigations such as
field mapping and geophysical investigations. This is an essential point as in the
early days of lineament investigations, the studies were associated with fieldmapping activities. The rock is generally best exposed along cliffs and in streams,
topographical features that outline lineaments. Present-day lineament interpretations
are in many cases a free-standing study, restricted to the remote-sensing part of the
study and often comprising analysis of both topographical and geophysical data, and
the basis for the interpretative transformation of lineaments into tectonic structures
may not always be transparent.
Latterman (1958), in a lineament study based on aerial photos, pointed out that it is a
matter of resolution14 what type of structures shall be denoted a fracture or a lineament. He wrote that “after fracture traces are mapped, and individual photographs
are compiled into a mosaic, some of the fracture traces may become parts of lineaments. This is known to occur, yet does not seem a serious objection to the distinction between these two terms because by far the majority of fractures do appear to be
parts of lineaments”. By this Latterman indirectly pointed out that what can appear
as a continuous feature on one scale may on a smaller scale appear as a set of unconnected fractures or a system of connected fractures. This may be of importance for
understanding observed structural features in an area, e.g. the occurrence of linear
domains with increased density of tectonic features. He also pointed out that there is
a distinction between direct remote mapping of discrete fracture patterns in fully
exposed outcrops and mapping of structures such as lineaments (cf. classification of
linear features above - differs distinctly from the pattern of adjacent features). Still,
this may be a matter of scale as the vegetation in discrete fractures may consist of,
e.g. grass or herbs, and in features outlining lineaments the biotope15 may differ from
the surrounding areas.
It was early found (about 1900) that the lineament patterns have a somewhat universal geometry with lineaments occurring dominantly in four orientations: N-S, NESW, E-W and NW-SE. However, it is not fully apparent if this is related to the intellectual preferences of symmetry related to a fix reference system (the compass rose)
or not, as areas occur where the orientation of the lineament pattern is shifted/rotated
east- or westwards. This relationship was more generally described as that the surface of the Earth‟s crust generally display two to four sets of lineaments (e.g. Gay,
1973), with angles of 45-90° between sets (Nur, 1982).
Hodgson (1974) pointed out that “Hobbs can truly be said to be the father of modern
lineament studies”. What have been considerably developed since 1912 16, are the
14

Latterman (1958) expressed that ”the term ‟fracture trace‟ is used in preference to ‟fracture‟ because, except where
bare rock is exposed and joints are mapped directly on the aerial photos, the feature mapped may be the indirect expression of a joint or small fault, and not a true fracture directly”
15
“A natural region or geographical space that presents relative uniformity of physical characteristics and animal/plant
populations which inhabit it” (www.aquahobby.com/articles/e_glossary.php).
16

The discussion of the relation between topography and brittle structures in the bedrock was a part of the geological
society at that time, cf. Appendix 1
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techniques to reproduce the topography and area-investigations that reveal the geophysical character of the bedrock, and, of cause, the techniques to model and interpret such information.

4. Lineament interpretation
4.1 Base data /Source data
The resolution in the source data is a limitation in structural interpretation of landforms. This limitation is related to the remote-sensing techniques used, and the auxiliary information (e.g. geological data, maps and field observations) that can support
the interpretation.
Initially the base data for lineament studies were direct observations of the landscape
and topographical maps. The striving for enhancement of quality of topographical
information/maps has been supported from both the community and the military17. In
general, the military has been the generator and the society uses the benefits (although some military data are classified).
Initially, topographical maps were used in lineament interpretation and the quality of
these maps increased with time. The introduction of aerial photos and later on satellite images were important steps. The remote-sensing data used in geology and engineering geology are, e.g. aerial photos, elevation data, topographical maps, multispectral sensing, laser18, radar19 and thermography (cf. Table 1). Airborne geophysical data comprise magnetic, electromagnetic, radiation and gravimetric measurements. The different remote-sensing techniques provide data of different types, different scales or resolution and variable geometrical quality (e.g. aerial photos). Information such as satellite images and aerial photos give a rendering of the Earth‟s
surface while geophysical measurements may display features in the ground not outcropping at the surface but occurring at some depth. Most, if not all, remote-sensing
data are, today, in digital format, Table 1 and Figure 1. The possibilities to manipulate the base data have much improved with the digital revolution; e.g. change colour palettes with varying resolution in different segments of a population (e.g. at
different altitudes), the possibility to filter data and to enhanced certain features (e.g.
gradients, edges). This implies that the different types or characteristics of the object (related to the wavelength) can be enhanced or smoothed out. This is made to
get information about both small-scale and large-scale features. However, these increased possibilities may result in an overwhelming amount of labour which may not
improve the result in proportion to the effort.

17

Cf. Cameron, 1998, Collins, 1998, Elmquist et al., 2001, Sjövall, 2002.

18

E.g. Lidar (LIght Detection And Ranging) is capable of seeing through vegetation cover an thus produce high resolution
and accuracy Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). What can you do with LIDAR? – a. Measure distance, b. measure speed,
c. measure rotation, and d. measure chemical composition and concentration.
19

E.g. SAR and InSAR, Synthetic Aperture Radar and Interferromentric dito. Cf. InSAR Workshop Summary Report, Oct.
20-22, 2004, Oxnard, California. Sponsored by NASA, NSF, and USGS.
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Table 1. An example of the relation between scale of analysis, feature size, morph tectonic elements, type of data and
ground resolution (Dehandschutter, 2001). Cf. also IAEG (vol. 24,1981, p. 185-226).

Figure 1: Main tasks associated with digital terrain modelling. In Dehandschutter (2001) after Hutchinson and Gallant
(1999), to the right. Terrain models based on (right): mesh (top), ITN (irregular triangular network), pixels and voxels
(bottom).

In many investigations remote studies are performed in an initial phase of a site
characterization and also form the basis for the planning of further investigation.
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This implies that the amount of available auxiliary, supporting data as, e.g. bedrock
map, petro physical data on rock types, map of the sedimentary cover, thickness of
the sedimentary cover may vary strongly, etc. Even if such data are available the
lineament interpretation should be checked in the field, Figure 2.
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a.

b.

c.

e.

f.

g.
Figure 2 (Figure text on next page).
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Figure 2. Lineament interpreted based on four types of source data and a field check of the related basement structure
(Tirén et al., in prep): a. Relief map (elevation data, grid 50m, 7.8km by 12km), b. Ekolsund area (size of map is 9.5km by
6.5km)(motorway E18 and bridges across Ekolsund) located c. 15km east of Enköping, c. aerial photo (c. 1000m by
700m), d. orientation of fractures mapped along the lineament (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere projection, N=62), e.
detailed topographical map (contoured every 1m), f. three-dimensional digital terrain model; fault plane along the lineament in red; an example of a traceable fracture zones with no surface expression in blue, and g. approximately E-Wtrending road cut (southern lane northern side) showing a vertical section (length 50m and maximum height c. 10m )
though the fault that is map able as a lineament. The arrows show the location of the lineament in a-c and e-f.

4.2 Interpretation techniques
A lineament interpretation can be made visually (which discussed in this section) or
automatically (mentioned at the end of this section).
The interpretations of lineaments based on topographical elevation data and geophysical data are in principle similar (the topography considered as a potential surface/field). The location of a lineament is mainly identified by:






Change in altitude/level.
Change in gradient.
Change in pattern.
Occurrence of linear minima/maxima.
Displacement of reference20 structures/surfaces.

Note that the level in a geophysical measurement e.g. magnetic or gravity measurements reflects a physical property of the rock.
When preparing/processing base data for lineament interpretation the general idea is
to enhance the location of minima/maxima as well as changes in altitude level and
gradient.
Digital elevation models (DEM constructed from elevation data; grid data or topographical contour lines), digital terrain models (DTM; slope gradient, profile curvature and shaded relief maps) and similarly processed geophysical data are generally
used in lineament studies. It is found that a full set of shaded relief models should be
used, where not only the azimuth of the sun but also its inclination and the vertical
exaggeration of the elevation should vary, as information in these models is dependent on the direction of illumination. Analogue to DTMs the lineament interpretations
based on a single set of aerial photos have a bias due to the position of the sun. This
has been verified by using different sets of aerial photos taken at different periods of
the year and time of the day. However, aerial photos have a higher resolution than
ordinary elevation data bases have and will therefore contribute with more detailed
information. On the other hand, on aerial photos a spectrum of information is given
including anthropogenic features, while each of the elevation and airborne geophysical measurement data sets gives just a single physical property of the ground surface
or underlying bedrock; the topography, magnetic character, electro-magnetic character, density distribution, radiation etc.

20

A reference structure or marker is an easily recognizable feature in a body of rock or a rock surface that can be used to
identify distortion in the rock, e.g. slip on a fault plane. The datum plane is any arbitrary level surface used as a reference
from which elevation can be reckoned. Of special interest is when a flat datum surface of a uniform age is developed;
then the datum surface could be used as a marker and relative distortion of the “datum” surface during a specific time
interval can be established (cf. sub-Cambrian peneplain).
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Structures in the bedrock that may appear as linear features are of course the contacts
between litho logical units that have a great difference in weathering resistance and
the intersection between the foliation and the bedrock surface (form lines, see footnote 15 above), Figure 3.
a.

b.
Figure 3. Examples of form lines: a. In a satellite image (eye altitude c. 59 km) showing intrinsic folding of sedimentary
rocks, the more weathering resistant layers stands out as ridges in the landscape, Appalachian, Pennsylvania, USA.
Note the cross-cutting minor valleys, lineaments.and b. In a relief map (c. 30x25 km) showing refolded folds in Svecofennian meta-sedimentary rocks at Östra Husby, south of Bråviken (bounded by a fault to the north), eastern Sweden.

There are many landforms that are specifically associated with brittle deformation
zones (cf. Ramsay and Hubert, 1987), which make it possible to recognize different
types of faults (Kelly and Pinter, 1996, Burbank and Andersson, 2001). Also tensile
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fracture lineaments occur (Nur, 1982). In the interpretation of topographic data it is
of interest to sort out surface features that are accidental and not related to structures
in the underlying bedrock. This is not always an easy task. For example, there are
several linear or semi-linear features that are related to glaciation such as eskers,
linear kames, drumlins, marginal moraines, end moraines and terminal moraines21 ,
cf. Figure 4. Note that at least some of these features may follow basements structures although they do not represent lineaments. The erosion caused by an inland ice
and its system of sub-glacial floods may enhance or smooth out the bedrock relief.
However in low and flat areas the effect of the inland ice on the geomorphology is
mainly local.

a.

b.

c.
Figure 4. Example of linear landforms formed during glaciation: a. Esker, b. drumlins, and c. drumlins displayed in a relief
map (c. 37.5km by 32.5km). Note the „string of pearls‟ like feature in the lower left corner. It is an excavated esker. The
movement of the ice was from top to bottom of pictures b and c. (For further information about landforms related to
glaciation see cf. Benn and Evans, 1998.)

Despite that the direction of the ice should be considered in previously glaciated
areas. Other features are anthropogenic, but again, many of these features, e.g. roads,
boundary lines and ditches, may be located along topographical features that are
related to basements structures.
Interpretations of lineaments are performed in many different ways since the definition of lineaments involves a certain amount of interpolation which can be subjec21
Liverman et al., 2006. This reference contains good examples of large-scale oriented landforms formed during glaciation and basement structures visualized in relief maps of Newfoundland.
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tive. For example, what separation of indications is acceptable when mapping a linear arrangement of unevenly distributed outcrops as a lineament? However, it is here
preferred that lineaments are drawn as long as they coincide with observed linear or
curvi-linear forms or linear arrangement of features. This, to produce a base lineament map that may constitute the basis for further interpretation (see section Thematic maps below). It is notable that when a lineament is drawn with good precision,
e.g. just follows the linear anomaly indicating the structure, the surrounding minor
order structures are enhanced. The lineament interpretation should be thoroughly
performed and the full resolution in the source data should be used.
Even though repeated lineament interpretation is in part a learning exercise, memorizing the existence of structures, it is preferable that each source data/image22 is
interpreted separately. This is done to get information about uncertainties in the position and length of the lineament. It can also be used as a basis for a classification of
lineaments, e.g. they occur at least in five out of six interpretations or three to four
out of six interpretations etc.
Lineaments can be drawn by hand on an overlay of an analogue image or on the
screen of a computer. Drawing by hand has the advantage in that the lineaments are
drawn more quickly and have a more “geological” form. The image can easily be
turned around and viewed from different angles and the full image can be observed
at the same time as details in the image are being interpreted. Drawing on the screen
has the advantage of using the full resolution of the image and that the interpretation
is digitalized right away. Processing the images (e.g. change azimuth and inclination
of the illumination or exaggeration of the altitude in a DTM) while interpreting may
result in a non-uniformly performed study of the area of interest and a lower reproducibility of the interpretation.
To start with, a scheme should be established showing where to draw the lineament
in relation to, e.g. landforms, landform breaks and changes in the altitude/topographical gradients.
The interpretation procedure is fairly simple. The thickness of the line marking the
location of a lineament can be as thin as the thinnest recognizable features. One can
start with the most pronounced linear or curvi-linear segments in the image/source
data, pick them up and trace them. At the same time the interpreter should look for
any significant cross-cutting linear structure at both ends of the traced segment, thus
looking for a possible causative relationship between each pair of lines. The lineaments related to the most pronounced structures give a reference pattern, the geometry of structures on a large scale23 , which can be used to influence the drawing of
minor lineaments. Not to their extent but to their form. This is a subjective part but it
may be of importance as interpreting structures is to a great part interpreting patterns. This routine of structural analysis of the source data is repeated and linear
structures of lower orders are added successively. Continuously the causal relationship to other lineaments should be observed. A good understanding of geomorphology helps to sort out accidental landforms from landforms that could be related to
structures in the underlying basement rocks. This could be done by comparing the
22
An image can be defined as a “two-dimensional representation of an object, such as to give a visual impression similar
that of the original object” (Glossary of mapping sciences, 1994).
23
Scale is in geology used to denote size: regional scale – large objects, outcrop scale - small objects. In general, scale
is a proportion used in determining the dimensional relationship of a representation to that which it represents.
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lineament interpretation with auxiliary data giving information about geology and
traces of human activities in the area.
The different sets of lineament interpretation are compiled: lineaments that line up
and overlap are drawn as a single lineament and lineaments that form narrow clusters
of sub-parallel lineaments are represented by a single lineament. The location of
such lineaments is checked against the source data. Lineaments, or parts of lineaments, are classified according to their frequency of appearance on the different base
interpretations.
Generalizations should in most cases be based on detailed information/models (high
resolution interpretation) and, if performed simultaneously as the lineament interpretation is performed, it is more like an interpretation of low resolution.
Transformation of digital elevation data into morphological images and edgesenhanced images has its basis in mathematic morphology. Automatic24 extraction of
lineaments can be cost-effective and time-saving when investigating large areas.
Such programmes consist of two parts mainly: shape recognition and lineament extraction. It is not within the scope of the present study to review such programmes.
However, when used such programmes should be tested whether they manage to
extract all types of structures that are relevant for the study.

4.3 Thematic maps
The term “Thematic map” is used here in a broad sense and incorporates all types of
processing of the base lineament map to show statistics, special characteristics or
interpretations.
To construct a thematic map additional information that is not explicitly presented in
the base lineament map it is often needed. To produce, e.g. a structural map a general
knowledge about the geological evolution of the site or an idea about the structural
pattern in the area is essential. The more precise the auxiliary information, the better
the structural map.
To help the interpretation of the structural geological history a time sequence of
thematic structural maps can be constructed displaying structures (now partly
mapped as lineaments) that may have been formed or reactivated in relation to the
prevailing regional stress field during different periods.
A map-presentation of lineaments according to their orientation often indicates if
lineaments systematically line up along straight or curved lines. Do the lineaments
form, e.g. linear cluster domains with a regular separation, or outline lenses, or irregular clusters?
A map-presentation of length classes of lineaments may indicate interfering/overprinting structural patterns of different scales, e.g. pseudo-hexagonal and
orthorhombic patterns.
24

During the last 10 years the development of automatic extraction of lineaments has developed rapidly. A browse on the
web, keywords: automatic, lineament, extraction, detection, pattern recognition, digital images, potential-field images,
digital terrain model…., cf. Abarca, 2006.
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Another thematic map is a rock block map. Block boundaries represent structures
that potentially have low cohesion, i.e. have low tensile strength and thereby may be
water conductive. In this case the base data is used together with the lineament interpretation and the lineaments are classified into block boundaries of different orders.
Rock blocks occur on all scales, i.e. large-scale rock blocks consist of many minorscale blocks. The sub-division of the bedrock into rock blocks is based on several
factors regarding:
The character of the demarcation structures/block boundaries, e.g. topographical
expression such as length, width, and relative altitude of the base of erosion along
these structures, and
The characteristics inside the blocks such as elevation, topographical relief and
structural pattern of the ground surface/bedrock head relative to that in the surrounding blocks.
Construction of rock-block maps is a test of the lineament interpretation in the sense
that a rock block has to be circumscribed by block boundaries and thus it also tests
the classing of lineaments.
The thematic maps/models should be updated as auxiliary data increase during the
progress of a site study.

Lineament statistics
Lineament statistics are generally presented as:





Lineament density maps: All lineaments or selected sets of lineaments; number or
total length of lineaments per defined cell area or total length of lineaments transecting a cell area.
Density of lineament intersections per defined cell area.
Rose diagrams25 showing the orientation of lineaments: All lineaments, lineament
in sub-areas or sub-sets of lineaments.

Lineament statistics can be used to check the structural homogeneity in the rock.
Lineament intersections are of general interest regarding the groundwater flow in the
bedrock as they indicate the location of potential channels (intersections between
two or more deformation zones). When comparing lineament statistics with fracture
statistics it should be considered that resolution compared to observation scale most
probably differ greatly. Lineaments are generally shorter than the structures they
reflect and a lineament is generally formed by a trace of fractures.

25

“Standard rose diagrams are a favourite method of depicting orientations because of their ease of comprehension, but
they are known to have two serious problems. First, arbitrary decisions about class width and starting position can dramatically alter the resulting diagram, although the degree of variation has been underappreciated. Second, when rose
diagrams are correctly scaled to the square root of the class frequency, they can be awkward to evaluate” (Wells,

2000).
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5. Summary and conclusion
The basic concept of lineament interpretation has remained the same since it was
introduced by Hobbs in 1903 and refined in 1912. What do have changed are the
remote-sensing techniques and the source data: from visual interpretation of analogue maps to automatic interpretation of computer models describing different aspects of the topography and the physical character of the bedrock. By this the interpretation of lineaments may become a still more remote study as larger areas may be
included and the field control may become sparser.
The two types of source data used in lineament interpretation, topographical data and
geophysical data, complement each other and enhance the quality of the interpretation and the characterization of separate lineaments. However, some of the lineaments may be indicated by only one of the two basic source data. Fore instance,
sharp fractures, with restricted displacement and no alteration of the wall rock, may
be hard to identify by geophysical methods but may be distinct on aerial photos. The
same may hold for gently inclined fracture zones. Deformation zones with altered
wall rock26 may have a distinct low-magnetic appearance in the geophysical measurements but may, if sealed, not appear as a negative topographic feature. Geophysical measurements have a higher ability to “see through” the soil cover.
Interpretation of lineaments can contain the following elements:
1. Formulation of the approach of the lineament interpretation.
2. Presentation of data sets (parameters, data density, uncertainties).
3. Interpretation of each data set, separately. If possible the data set should be modelled in a sequence of sub-models as to avoid orientation
biases27 .
4. The length of a drawn lineament should be in agreement with the size of the
feature indicating it.
5. Compilation of all separate lineament interpretations into a single integrated
lineament map, a lineament base map. Check the compilation against source data.
6. Control of lineament interpretation against auxiliary information e.g. geological
and geomorphologic data and human impact on nature.
7. Classification of the lineaments according to how well and how many times a
lineament or a segment of a lineament appears on separate lineament maps (cf.
O´Leary and Friedman, 1978).
8. Description of the uncertainty in location and length of lineaments.
9. Display of statistical presentation of lineament data, e.g. rose diagrams, length
distribution, and density maps.
10. Interpretation of the lineament base map and conversion into thematic maps, e.g.
structures incorporated in the geological map, structural maps showing selected
patterns, rock block maps28 .

26

Henkel and Guzman, 1977.
To avoid orientation biases, when using relief maps (also aerial photos), illuminations in multiple orientations and
inclinations and varied factors for exaggeration of the relief should be applied. The number of directions of illumination
should be at least four, six has also been postulated (e.g. azimuths of illumination: 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, and150°/ Tripathi et
al., 2000/. However, azimuths -30 and -60 can be used alternatively to avoid a change in the visual impression of the
relief).

27

28
To construct rock block maps the study should address further characterization of relative altitude and geomorphologic/structural pattern across lineaments.
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A lineament interpretation should be followed up by a field check and this is of importance for the transformation of a lineament interpretation into a structural map.
The results of remote sensing studies can be updated as the general knowledge of an
area progresses.
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Appendix 1: Lineament mapping of central and southern Sweden, a review
In 1897 Svedmark presented an “orographic study of Roslagen” (eastern part of Uppland), which actually is a lineament map outlining the location of, e.g. the “Singö
fault” and the “Forsmark fault”. At that time there was an on-going discussion about
the relation between structures, block faulting, and location of, e.g. large lakes (cf.
Nathorst, 1897).
In the early nineteen hundreds DeGeer presented maps of landforms in southern
(1910) and central Sweden (1913). He outlined several horst and graben structures,
e.g. the regional E-W trending Sörmland Horst, and the N-S trending horst and graben systems around lake Vättern, and he also displayed the occurrence of tilting of
large-scale rock blocks.
The first regional map showing the relation between fracturing of the bedrock and
the morphology in Fennoscandia was presented by Sederholm (1910).
Asklund (1923) discussed block-faulting in Östergötland (eastern Sweden, northern
Götaland) and presented a rock-block map covering south eastern Sweden from Oskarshamn to Norrtälje (upto where Svedmarks map continues northwards). Asklund
in maps and profiles showed both vertical displacement of the peneplained bedrock
surface and tilting of separate blocks. A similar map outlining the block configuration in Sommen-Åsunden was produced by Björnsson (1937).
Nordenskjöld (1944), in his morphological study of central and northern Småland,
outlined the existence of large-scale blocks and the existence of gently inclined fracture zones.
Röshoff and Lagerlund (1977) presented a tectonic analysis of southern Sweden
based on interpretation of aerial photos and satellite images. They also discussed
indication of post-glacial faulting.
Erhenborg (1984) presented a lineament map of Sweden based on interpretations of
satellite images. The southern part of this map was presented by Röshoff (1979) in
an article discussing the tectonic pattern in southern Sweden.
Eriksson and Ronge (198x) presented lineaments of Scandinavia based on satellite
images displaying a regular spacing of extensive lineaments indicating a rhombic
block pattern.
The first structural interpretations based on digital elevation data and digital terrain
models were presented by Tiren et al., (1987) and Tirén and Beckholmen (1989).
These publications considered lineament patterns and rock-block configurations in
southeastern Sweden. Tirén and Beckholmen (1992) presented a lineament map of
southern Sweden and discussed the appearance of earthquakes in relation to sharp
lineaments. In 1990 Tirén and Beckholmen presented a lineament map of central
Sweden, and a detailed lineament map of Bergslagen in central Sweden was presented by Tirén in 1993.
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Kornfält and Larsson (1987) presented lineaments of southern Sweden based on
relief maps (position of light source from one direction) in a compilation of geological maps and cross-sections.
In the National Atlas of Sweden, Geology (1994), the pattern of fracture and fault
zones in the Swedish continental shelf and on the main land were summarised by
Nordling and Lidmar-Bergström29, respectively. More detailed information regarding the Baltic Sea are presented by, e.g. Flodén (1980) and Axberg (1980), and for
Skagerak by Flodén (1973).

29
Lidmar-Bergström has published several papers regarding geomorphology, cf.
http://130.237.175.32/index.php?group_ID=1764
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Appendix 2: Comments on SKB’s Methodology Descriptions of lineament interpretations.
The Swedish Nuclear Waste and Management Co (SKB) is performing site characterization studies in two areas (candidate areas): the Forsmark area in northern Uppland and the Simpevarp area (also called the Oskarshamn area) in the north-eastern
part of Småland.
The site investigations should be conducted in similar ways in both areas and the
performance shall be transparent, i.e. the performance has to be traceable and reproducible (a QA matter). Therefore SKB has produced a List of Methodology Descriptions for different geo-disciplines: Geology, Rock mechanics, Thermal properties,
Hydrogeology, Hydrochemistry, Transport properties of rock, Surface ecosystem,
and Drilling. The Methodology Descriptions related to lineament interpretation are:






MD 120.001, version 1.0, approved 021107, Lineamentskartering baserad på topografiska data (Lineament mapping based on topographical data).
MD 132.001, version 1.0, approved 020705, Berggrundskartering (Mapping of the
bedrock).
MD 211.003, version 1.0, approved 021107, Tolkning av flyggeofysiska data (Interpretation of airborne geophysical measurements).

This review considers the following aspects of each Methodology Description:





Objective / definitions
Approach / systematic performance
Reproducibility (storage)
Uncertainties

The three MDs are all written in Swedish and quotations are translated by the author
of the present report.
It should be noted that the Method Descriptions may vary in the degree of details
regarding the actual application of methodology, but the reports present what type of
product/-s each method should deliver. More detailed descriptions of the applied
methods may be presented in the SKB Activity Plans (SKB APF/S XXX.XXX) or in
the Quality Plan for each investigation. The Quality Plan is written either by SKB or
the contractor/executor.
MD 120.001, version 1.0, approved 021107, Lineament mapping based on topographical data.
Objective / definitions
Lineament interpretation of topographical data (elevation data, aerial photos etc, on
different scales) is a method to identify linear features, so called lineaments. The
topographical lineament interpretations together with lineament interpretations based
on geophysical data (preferentially airborne geophysical measurements, SKB MD
2111.003) form the basis for 3D-modelling of structures in the bedrock (deformation
zones and dykes).
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It is stated that no international or national standardised methodology exists for lineament interpretation. This may be correct but the literature on lineament is extensive
and the concept has been thoroughly described in a series of conferences, e.g. the
“International Conference on (New) Basement Tectonics” (1974-1998?, #1-13?),
and in the Bulletin of the International Association of Engineering Geology (IAEGE)
1981 (24, 185-126).
The basic concept in lineament interpretation is still the same as when the term lineament was defined by Hobbs in 1903 and 1912. What have changed are the character
of the source data, the equipment used for lineament interpretation and the processing of the source data.
SKB describes, in a footnote, that “the term lineament is used for all linear features
indicated in data covered areas, e.g. linear features displayed by topographical data
(elevation data) or geophysical data. Not until a feature has been verified by field
control will the feature get a geological description, e.g. „deformation zone‟ or
„dyke‟. This holds even for features that have an ambiguous geological explanation.”
There is also a second SKB definition of the term lineament (Munier and Hermansson, 2001): “An interpreted, linear feature that is mainly based on interpretation of
topographical or geophysical data. A lineament can be interpreted to, but does not
have to, indicate a geological feature such as a fracture zone, dyke or esker”. This
definition deviates from Hobb‟s original definition as it includes accidental surface
structures as eskers that may not be related to any basements structure.
There is a problem with having two definitions/descriptions of lineaments and none
of these agree fully with the original definition of lineaments, that they “reveal the
hidden architecture of the basement” (Hobbs, 1912).
It is described that lineaments can occur on all scales, from micro-scale to global
scale. This cannot be the case since lineaments are topographical features, generally
mapped by remote- sensing techniques. Furthermore, it is discussable if fractures in
a fully exposed rock are to be included in the lineament concept (cf. this report) even
though the fractures are mapped remotely. Why should fractures in a sub-horizontal
outcrop be labelled lineament, while fractures in a vertical section/cut are called fractures? In Table 3-3 in the Methodology Description there is a mix of remote- sensing
platforms and direct observations. The two should be separated. Observations from
some platforms (“in rock” and outcrop/rock surface) are related to auxiliary data,
confirmation of the remotely censored interpretation.
When working with digital data on a screen, the working-scale is not well identified
as the interpreter may zoom in or out in the image. What is of importance is the resolution in the source data and the size of the observed scene.
A lineament will in specific cases (when?) have an ID code, otherwise no code have
to be given. What is considered as specific cases and how many of the lineaments be
without ID? Should the characterization of lineaments (Table 3-3 in the Methodology Description) be completed also for lineaments with no ID (there is a possibility to
leave the ID blank)?
The examples of topographical features that can be interpreted as lineaments are few.
It is not fully obvious when a topographical feature should be outlined as a lineament
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or a “corridor”. Generally corridors are elongate topographical lows filled with sediments or water.
Approach / systematic performance
Several tools/computer programmes are listed, but there is no information how these
should be applied on the lineament interpretation. The list of source data for the lineament interpretation contains: satellite data, aerial photo (black and white, infra-red),
elevation data, hydrographical data, digital elevation models, digital terrain models
and auxiliary data (bedrock map, soil map, power lines, roads, and land use). The
user of data and tools has a great degree of freedom as long as the performance is in
accordance with common and accepted usage. However, the performance should be
well documented. This implies that interpretation of the two sites may, and most
probably will, differ and still fulfil the requirements in the MD.
SKB‟s interpretations are mainly performed on the computer screen or a digitalisation table. Analogue interpretations (on images or maps) can exceptionally be performed and these interpretations must be digitized.
The bias in mapping lineaments based on aerial photos and digital terrain models is
not described.
Reproducibility / storage
The approach and systematics applied in the lineament studies should according to
the Methodology Description be described in the reports of the studies. Therefore,
they are not reviewed here.
Data are delivered and stored according to what is described in the Method Description and in accordance to SKB‟s QA system.
Uncertainties
Uncertainties in location and length of lineaments are estimated by the interpreter.
There is no objective methodology presented how to quantify these uncertainties.
There may in some cases be uncertainties when a linear feature is interfering with an
anthropogenic feature or an accidental natural linear feature and thereby the basement structures may be camouflaged.
In summary: The Methodology Description of Lineament interpretation considers
mainly technical issues and the guidance in lineament interpretation is very general.
The approach of the lineament interpretation to be applied should be adapted to the
character of the studied area. It is, however, pointed out that the performance of the
lineament interpretation shall be described.

MD 132.001, version 1.0, approved 020705, Mapping of the bedrock.
Objective / definitions
One objective of geological field mapping is to characterize lineaments.
Approach / systematic performance
“Interpretations of lineaments based on topographical data and airborne geophysical
measurements are performed according to SKB MD 120.001 and SKB MD 211.03
and support the mapping of the bedrock”. Further on, in the Methodology Descrip-
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tion it is written, however, that geological field observations are correlated with the
remote-sensing studies to infer the character of the lineaments (e.g. litho logical contacts and deformation zones). It is not clear how the geological characterization of
lineaments is performed.
Reproducibility (storage)
Field protocols (diaries) are stored in SICADA.
Uncertainties
Not described.
MD 211.003, version 1.0, approved 021107, Interpretation of airborne geophysical measurements.
Objective / definitions
The objective of interpretation of airborne geophysical measurements regarding lineaments has a qualitative and a quantitative component. The qualitative interpretation
aims to identify and describe the geophysical character of lineaments. The quantitative interpretation is based on modelling and aims to establish the position of, e.g.
zones with low electric resistivity.
Approach / systematic performance
The description is mainly technical and concerns treatment of data such as interpolation of data, filtering, and modelling. The description of interpretation of lineaments
is scarce. Auxiliary data are all types of available geo-information, especially petrophysical measurements.
Reproducibility (storage)
Not described.
Uncertainties
Not described.
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